1.
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This document establishes the Company Policy, which has been laid down by the Interprogetti Management
with regard to the Quality Management System.
The Management confirms that the Quality Policy and objectives are established and in compliance with the
company strategy and with the context in which the Company operates and guarantees that it is
communicated, understood and applied within the organisation.
Every document of the management system (manual, procedures, registration forms, etc.) concerning
service, or that may affect service, must comply with the Policy set out in this document.
The Quality Management System Policy is applied to all levels of the company; its implementation is
mandatory for all personnel.
The Quality Management System Policy is applied to all activities carried out by Interprogetti and in particular
to activities falling within the scope of:
Naval Design
Naval Consultancy
2. RESPONSIBILITY FOR POLICY APPLICATION
2.1 MANAGEMENT COMMITMENT.
Interprogetti Management has established, implements and keeps an active and updated Quality
Management System Policy, as set out in the document quality policy.
The above-mentioned Quality Policy

-

has been determined taking into account the situation of the Organisation, its objectives and the
strategic guidelines established by the Management

-

it is the reference framework to establish and review the purposes of the Quality Management
System

-

includes the commitment to fulfil the applicable requirements
includes the commitment for an ongoing improvement of the Quality Management System.

The Interprogetti Management has disseminated the Quality Policy at all levels in order to obtain the
participation of all employees and their collaboration for the achievement of the objectives established.
During regular reviews, Interprogetti Management reviews its Quality Policy and the objectives it has set to
assess if they are still adequate and revise them as necessary.
Should changes occur, Interprogetti Management will disseminate the new company quality policy at all
levels so that it is communicated, understood and applied in order to obtain the participation of all employees
and their collaboration for the achievement of the objectives established.
3. QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM POLICY
In view of the growing market needs in terms of service quality, Interprogetti has implemented a Quality
Management System as an essential basic tool both to constantly improve the services provided to
customers and increase the satisfaction of its stakeholders, as well as to optimize its business management,
with the aim of increasing its competitiveness on the market by streamlining its organizational processes.
The Management has always been committed to operating within the culture of Quality and has recently
made Quality a reality at every company level in compliance with the requirements of the UNI EN ISO
9001:2015 standard.
The Management's commitment is to provide the market with a cutting-edge organization of processes, ruled
by responsible and motivated personnel who operate according to safety and behavioural policies through
which the company intends to stand out.
Interprogetti considers Quality an important principle of the company's strategy, and therefore makes it the
focus of its development policies.
To reach its objectives the Management intends to:

-

commit to satisfying the needs of the Customer, the reference standard and the applicable
mandatory aspects

-

acquire the Quality Management System Certification and keep it operational, strengthen and
optimize its Quality Management System

-

meet the needs of the customer, finding the most appropriate and advantageous solutions through
the improvement of the company's capabilities

-

introduce greater flexibility into their organisation to detect the causes of problems and take the
necessary measures to resolve them promptly

-

commit to keeping, training and perfecting capabilities offered by its human resources
keep the organization under constant control by performing the Quality Management System
verification activities indicated in the reference standard..

Interprogetti Quality Policy is the means to accomplish the improvement process in order to satisfy
customers and internal operators as well as suppliers and owners.
The implementation of this Quality Policy must be on a daily basis and shared with all personnel that are
responsible for the accomplishment of quality through their work and commitment in fulfilling the Standard
requirements.
The Quality Manager supports the Management in verifying, promoting and disseminating the results of any
improvement activity consistent with the objectives.

